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PIEZOELECTRIC INSTRUMENTS OF HIGH NATURAL FREQUENCY

VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS AND PROTECTION

AGAINST INTERFERENCE BY 14ASS FORCES*

By Werner Gohlke

1.	 S U 111FARY

The exbloration of the processes accompanying engine
combustion demands quick-responding pressure-recording
instruments, among which the piezoelectric type has found
widespread use because of its especially propitious prop-
erties as vibration-recording instruments for high fre-
quencies.	 Lacking appropriate test methods, the poten-
tial errors of piezoelectric recorders in dynamic meas-
urements could on1 Tr be estimated up to now.

In the present report a test method is described by
means of which the r esonance curves of the piezoelectric
pickup can be determined; hence an instrumental appraisal
of the vibration characteristics of p iezoelectric re-
corders is obtainable.

II. THE PIEZOELECTRIC EFFECT

The conventional piezo instruments make use of the
direct piezoelectric effect according to which electric
charges are developed on certain surfaces of certain
crystals when subjected to strain. The electric charge
is proportional to the force P, 	 that is, the volume of
charge being

.^ = d P	 (1)

* 11 ^uarzdruckmessgerate hoher Eigenfreauenz Schwingung-
seigenschaften and Abhilfe gegen die Sttrung Burch
Massenkr^.fte."	 VDI-Forschungsheft 407, kII 3d.,
March-April 1941, pp. 1-25.
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where d is the piezoelect-ric .-modulus expressed in
kilograms.	 It is dependent upon the ty.pe.of crystal and
the direction of the 'force relative to the axes of the
crystal. For pressure measurement-; auartz crystal is
commonly used because of its-mechanical strength and du-
rability. The block or plate is cut from a quartz crystal
as indicated in figure 1 so.t.hat the strain along the
x--axis acts on a y,z-surface where the charge is measured;
x is called the electric, y the neutral, and z the
optical axis. The strain could also be developed along
the y-axis and the charge measured on the y,z-surface,
but this arrangement has found little use so far for pres-
sure measurem p nts.	 Since quantity d depends on the
direction of cut of the crystal p late, numerical data
must carry d with the appropriate subscripts.	 In x-
direction the piezoelectric modulus of q uartz is, in
centimeter-gram-second units,

d	 dl 1 = 6 . 36. x 10- e cm 112g lea s

in engineering units of measurement

d = d. 11	 2.03 x` 10-11C/kg.

or

d =. d i = 2.12 x 10- i o cm/V -

The charge developed on the surface at right .angles to the
electric axis charges the capacity a6sociated with these
surfaces to a correspondent voltage, which is then meas-
ured with a suitable instrument.

Although the piezoelectric effect has been known
since the last century, its use for pressure recording
had never been seriously attempted before 1930.

III. APPRAISAL OF P. ERFORI,iAiICE OF A PIEZOELECTRIC TEST SETUP

A piezoelectric setup for recording alternating pres-
sures ordinarily comprises

(1) Piezoelectric pickup

(2) Amplifier
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(3) Indicating instrument

(4) Interconnecting lines

(5) Power supply

All these arrangements can influence the. reproduction
of the.test quantity especially at high frequencies, hence
have a.frea_uency relationship if incorrectly .designed.
The present report deals mainly with the vibration char-.,
acteristics of the pressure pickup and secondarily with -
the other parts. With this in mind we begin with items 2
to 5 regarding their effects , on the reproduction of the
true pressure variation at high fre q uencies, whereb y it
is recommended to prcceed from the reading instrument and
work back toward the piezoelectric pickup.

14 Reading Instruments

These instruments are either loop cscillographs or
cathode-ray oscillographs..

Loop oscillcgraphs.- The reading element is a loop
rotatably mounted in a ma^^net field. *In static measure-
ments its deflections are largQly p roportional to the in-
tensity of the current passing"throwgh the loop. The nat-
ural frequency of the loops is governed by the mass and
the resetting force as well as by the damping of the sys-
tem afforded by the oil-filled loop hou--ing.	 Since this

natural frequency ordinarily cannot be changed except by
special auxiliary means, it is necessary to fall back on
the loops with defined vibration characteristics as sup-
plied by the r:anufacturer.	 The only loop type p of high
natural freauency suitable for rapid pressure variations
unfortunately require a comparatively high current, that
is, they are fairly insensitive because of the great re-
setting forces necessary for high natural freauency.
Table 1 give s the data of the Siamens-H&lske type- of loop.
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TABLE I.- DATA OF LOOPS FOR SIMM IDINS & FALSKE T-ITIVERS_U OSCILLOGHAPH

Natural frequency Maximum llaxi= cur- Sensitivity
Type f 	 in air deflection rent strength

(Hz) (rpm) (ma).. (mm/ma)

8 1,200 t80 1.5 1	 45
5 2,000. t 80 6 f	 1E.5
4 3,000, t 80 20 I	 4.2
1 5,00 t 80 100	 I .83
2 10,000• t 80 .280	

1
.29

7 20,000	
i

t15 250	 Ii .057

Type 2 has a susceptibilit.y.of 0,29 millimeter.-Per milli-
ampere. An acceptable diagram hei:rht of abo-at 60 milli-
meters reauires about a 9 00-milliam:nere l000 current.	 The
natural frea_uency of the unda:.:ped loop is given at around
10,000 Hz.	 Damping ln-'ers it to aro ,.ind 4500 Hz.	 The next
higher :freouency iG tha+ of t,.' -o p 7 with about 20,000 Hz.
With a maximum current of ?FO millin.r-oerec. its deflection
is only about 14.5 millimeters, 	 At this deflection there
is a considerable . inaccuracy in the heavy trace made by
the light beam. '?ecause of the di- gram height the 10,000
Hz loop will be preferable, PsnPcially since the produc-
tion_ of the reouired loop currents xeith a.mr_.lifiers itself
becomes inconvenient. The recorded freouency variation
of this type of loop is shown in f °urP 2 for three brand-
new samples a, b, and c. The error in amp litude is al-
ready considerable at one-third of the .natural frea_uency
and far in excess of the instrumental errors commonly as-
sociated with static measurements of this kind.

Cat;ode-ray oscillographs,- Here a diffPrE,ntiation
must be made between the .-so-called electronic--ray oscil-
lograph and the high-ca.pacit-v o g cillograph.	 On the former,
the trace from the fluorescent screen of the tube is re-
eord9d on a photographic film held on the outside; on the
latter, the trace from the electronic ray can be recorded
directly on the photographic film located in the evacuated
oscillograph tube. The former is very appro p riate for
reproducing high freauen.cies when dealing with periodic
processes the traces of which can be recorded over one
another on the fluorescent screen as often as desired.
Both types are free from inertia for long-period processes
compared to thr electron variation interval between the
deflection plates when high-vacuum tubes are used, as
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presumed here. The first type permits recording speeds
up to 1000 meters per second. 	 Special valves with high
anode voltages, such as after-acceleration valves in con-
junction with suitable optics are practical even at 10
kilometers per second. The Allgemeine Elektrizitats-
Gesellschaft thus cuote p 50 kilometers tier second for its
tube with s p ecial optics, the trace on the fluorescent
screen being much reduced.	 Since the thickness of the
trace decrease p at the same scale as the picture, it can
be subsequently magnified again. On the other hand, the
high anode voltages reauired for greater beam intensity
cause a greater wear on the fluorescent screen of the
tube and hence reduce the life of the tube. Although
much higher recording speeds (u-o to 10 4 km/sec) have been
reached, the writer has no knowledge of the life of the
tubes. .

For a sinusoidal process of n com-clete oscillations,
that ic-, to be recorded with a diagram height 2xo and a

diagram width b proportional to time, and the frequency
of which is f, the maximum speed of the light spot
amounts to

v^ = fV1 (2 Tr X  ) +(2)

For an electronic ray tube 1°ith a recording speed of 1000
meters per second and a chart size of 90 by 50 s q uare milli-
meters, the precise fre q uency recordable at n = 1 is:

f = 6070 ri7

Sinusoidal proces-es of higher fre q uency are therefore
impossible to reproduce by such a tube with. a 50 milli-
meter diagram height, which is all the more true as the
screen is variousl: T illuminated by scattered. electron-,
so that the blackening of the receiving material is not
solely due to thr- recording electronic ray. For rough
estimates the second term bolo ,, ,,, the root representing
the speed of the focal p oint in direction of the time
axis can be discounted, Go that

v s = R0rW

with W the natural frequency.
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Distortions also occur toward the screen edges, which
become especially noticeable on multi p le-ray tubes because
of eccentric dis p osition of the different beam s-stems. in
addition, high vacuurp tubes should be operated exclusively
with deflection voltaf;es that are symmetrical to the
ground potential, otherwise the reading errors become very
great.	 Figure , illustrate-- the distortion of the coordi-
nates of the electronic-ray tube of a commercial engine
indicator which, despite the use of a high-vacuum
electroric-ray tube, operates u r ith uns^, mmetrical deflection
vclta.ges.

On the high-capacity cathod es -rah* oscillographs with
recording speeds up to 30,000 kilometers per second (one-
tentn of the speed of light) the distortions are easier
to avoid, though it involves considerable outlay.

The cathode-r p,,- oscillogra phs oper-ite at voltapPS of
the order of maxnitude of 200 volts, which are easier to
obtain with ariplifiers than the high-voltage intensities
for loop oscillographs.

:Ls regards the reading instruments, it may be briefly
stated that loop oscillographs afford sufficiently large
diagrams i^,r ith certain amp litude and phase errors at fre-
ouencies up to about.10 3^ Hz, while electronic-ray tubes
also are satisfactory- up to 10 4 z with the degree of ac-
curacy customary for such tubes, although the life of the
tubes is comparatively short (several hundred hours). For
special short-time processes the high-capacity oscillograph
with incorporated recording . material is available.

2. Amplifier and Current Supply

On none of the cited re,91ing instruments can the out-
put be controlled by a pressure q uartz without amplifica-
tion at nress-irrs such as are Pncountered in internal-
combustion en . In es.	 The am?01i-i.er must first reproduce
processes from 0 to 10 4 Hz - in special cases even higher -
correct in am p litud e -andand ph.a— , and. second, possess an in-
put resistance such a.c to -arPvfnt the pressure proportional
char-Ps delivered by the piezoelectric p ickun from flowing
off.

The first requirement calls for a Direct current am-
plifier which must indicate no frequency variation u p to

10 4 Hz (or even higher). The direct-current amplifier is
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a resistance_ amplifier with the separate stages-in pure .-
resistance coupling.	 Omission of the coupling condensers
on multistage amplifiers causes difficulties in the in"
put and inconstancy-in the operating voltages: The frees
quency variation in a resistance amplifier is due to the
unavoidable valve and control capacities being placed
parallel to-the resiptances,.which lower the impedance in
increasing meaeurp - with rising fre q uency.	 Since the am-
plification depends_. upon..the size of the anode resistance,
the amplification factor drops with rising freouency. 	 In
consequence the anode_r.esistances are . made so small from
the very beginning that_the harmful capacitances do not
become effective except . at . sufficiently high freouencies.
This in turn lowers the amplification p er st.nge, hence
re q uires more stages.	 .

The second reouirement of high-input re s istance can
be met by an electrometer tube, such as the AEG type T 114,
the amplification factor of which is, at the most, eoual
to 1 for ir_finit .ely greaV outside resistance, but, since
the operation is with low-resista.nce.values, it , is sub-
stantially less.

Ampli f ier fo r lo op oscilloj ra.phs.- The 10,000-Hz

loop demands from theTamplifier,gn output control range
of about 200 milliamperes in • the lost stage . . These com-
paratively high-current intensities are usually attempted
with standard broadcasting tubes, especially = the triode
the output of which, with two tubes connected in parallel
and suitable outside resistance, can be controlled fairly
linearly up to about 200 amperes. The input voltage
variation of the last stage must then amount to about 30
volts.	 At 0.5 to 1 volt measuring effect on the piezo-
electric pickup, 30 to 60 time intermediate amplification
would be necessary.	 Since the in put tube_, as stated,
does not only am p lify but weaken the measuring effect, a
higher amplification by a voltage amplifier stage between
the input . tube and the lant stage is necessary.	 The re-
sult is a three-stage direct-current amplifier. But such
an apparatus can hardly-be fed from an ap p aratus connected
to the rectifier p ower supply because of the renuirement
of maximum-voltage constancy and the fact that equipment
working from the rectifier p ower supply with or without
stabilization possesses considerable internal resistances
which are not-constant in the desired frenuency range and
far from negligible even at low plate resistances. This
applies particularly to the last stage which has a par-
ticularly low anode resistance or else none at all.
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Ace'ep'tab'le - measurements must therefore be made'wit .h plate
ba-tteries "which, 'in conjuncts on with loop types of h-igh

OOnatural--oscillation - freouency, must supply 200 to.*,
milli"amperes- for longer perioris with sufficient cons=tancy
at a.' voltage of around 300 volts.

Amplifier for cathode--ray oscillographs.- Here the

amplification conditions ar_e more favorable. To . obtain a
200-volt deflection voltage re q uires about 200 to 400
time 'am.plification. Isere also*three'stages are necessary
in many cases if a clear reproduction at high freauencies'
is appreciated.	 Sine:e the . last stage, then, ha.s to supply
high voltage rather than high current inten^-ity, the plat.e
resistances are permitted to b-e so hi gh that the freouency
dependence of the internal re s istance' front to y er supplies
which usual_ ly are stabilized . can be disregarded.	 However,
in view of the freauenc y variation, the vl.a,te resistance
of the last stage mint not -exce . ed. , a certain value, because
parallel' to . it are located the c,,—pacitance :of 'the deflec-
tion plates a-s well as of the irterc onnectir_g line s- be-
tween amplifier a.nd 6at2,0ae-ray tu'^^e.	 Inasmuch as only
nigh-vacuum cathode--ra?% tubes are to be ust-d, 'the output
of this amplifier ,.. must be fitted with a counterbojanced or
push-pull control' cap:able'. of euppi.-iii.g: the:.vo.ltag.e sym-
metrical to the=ground ev`eri by a. ract curre'iit amplifica
tion.	 The amplific'a.tion difficultiQs are co-rrespondingly
greater if £re q uenci'es higher' than 1J -He" are to be cor-
rectly reproduced.

To sum up: given ari^.plF tubes , ?nd current supply,
am p lifiers suitable for oper-ati .ng loop or cathode-ray
oscillographs are obtainable.

3. Pressure Pickup Input

The we akest Spot of the Piezoelectric test method is
that" theoreticall:y charves must be•me-inured.	 For this
reason - the afore--mentioned: highl,,° 'ine,1l,,j.t ed ihput electro-
meter tube and' the 'perfect insulation of all areas of the
line between"pickup and mb.gnifier - 'are'dictated.	 Vibra-
tions such 'as those caused by a rurinint-7 motor are not -uer-
mitted 'to produce test errors.	 TIA6 is essc-ntial esnecial-
ly it 10ikt -pressure measurements, becallse the capa.cita.nce on
the input''grid'must bF small in order to a.chiev,- suffi-
ciently high volta.gies.	 The vibratioi:, cause; apart from
capacity changes, much more serioiisl y disturbing char="es
due to frictional electricity: 'However, special sables,
are now commercially available by means of which these two
sources of error can be lari°ely avoided.
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.These sources of error on reading instruments, ampli-
fiers, current supply and lines, while known in general
outline, are usually not sufficiently appreciated on com-
mercial e q uipment, as indicated in figure 4,

4.	 Piezoelectric Pickup

Very litt.le attention has been paid, heretofore, to
the vibration characteristics of the piezoelectric pickup
itself.	 The reason lies in the lack of suitable investi-
gating methods.

To be able to use the quartz crystal for gas pres-
sure measurements, it must be provided with a frame or
casing fitted for the purpose in hand. For the record-
ing of combustion pressures in engines, standardized
casing forms have been developed to some extent, since
the pressure measurement has to be nude on the spark-plug
hole of the engine cylinder.	 The gas pressure, however,
is transmitted by various means to the quartz, whereby
the following facts must be borne in mind:

(1) The quartz must be protected from the hot com-
bustion gases, since its properties are to a certain ex-
tent dependent on the temperature.

(2) The transmission links should be of minimum
weight and act like very stiff springs of linear charac-
teristics in order to assure a straight characteristic
and high natural fre q uency from the test arrangement.

(3) The transmission links should maintain their
characteristics even during prolonged operation and not
be susceptible to temperature fluctuations.

(4) The reading should be inde p endent of the type of
restraint on the p ressure pickup by the engine.

(5) Vibrations should not affect the test result.

The conventional types of piezoelectric pickup rep-
resent a compromise between partially contradictory re-
quirements.	 In general, the quartz plates are disposed
some distance from the combustion chamber so that the
gas passage or a piston can be used as pressure trans-

,	 mission medium. A gas passage has the particular draw-
back to the extent that for a sufficiently steep impulse
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it gives rise to natural oscillations which falsify the
results.	 In some deign tlYpes, such as those indicated
in figure 5, the gas passac;e is therefore ftivided in
several narrow channels for damping the natural oscilla-
tions of the passage. But this results in a Helmholtz
resonator of comparatively low natural frequency. 	 It

amounts to

COO = 2 n f O (3)= C 
/ r V'^ 

IV

for the pulsation at approximatel=y constant air density.

Here

F	 section of the channels

I	 channel length

V	 vclume of resonator space

c = 330 meters per second., the velocity of sound at 20 0 C

For the rerroduced type it approximates to:

F = 7 x 0.049.s r;uar p. centimeter = 0..34 square centimeter

V = 0.8 cubic centimeter

l	 = 1: 7' c'e n.t'i m e t e r s

whence

(O o	 16,500 s°conds-1

f o = 2630 Hz

for air in ncrn,)l st:-ate.	 rilteri.ating pressures of fre-
auencies of t:k i-, -order--of. n,n,,nitude will no longer be
able to rer+ct correctl y 'oia the auartz plates of the pick-up.

The first natural oscillation of the pigkup deter-
mined by the transmission channel itself .is located at
2630 Hz, and hence limits the practicability of the pick-
up for higher frequencies.
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Filling the passage yith.a piston or plunger, which.
for reasons'of weight-savin.g.was manufactured as a.hollow
body, makes the mass before the quartz plAy s comparatively
great, h.ence,_jPwers the natural frequency.

1'lac;iW the auar,t? . itself in the . threaded.hole is
more beneficial but, ,since AW spark-plug thread .usually
runs to 14 .1y 1,25 millimetera,.the quartz . plates. and the
pressure surface of the pickup become very small, hence
its sensitivity will be less also. 	 In addition, it is
difficult . to, install a pra.ctic.al ..water=cooling system.

.In order to .sep .tho elastic travet oft he auartz
column with the correlated.intermedia.te.p ecas.and other
transmission links small and secure straight spring char-
a.eteristics, all contact surfaces must be.carefully..fit-,
ted.	 Ta achieve a perfect conta,c . t . of these..s1zr.facea, a.
certain amount of pre-tension is . requir,ed even with the
best polish.	 The pre .-tension is, furnished.by a flat
spring or spring bushing. The advantages of the latter
were proved b y Meurer in static tests, so that in most
cases the ^.se^ of flat springs has now been abandoned.
The piezoelectric pickup described by Meurer is shown
somewhat modified in figure G.

ns late as 1938 the literature ascribed natural fre-
quencies . of about 1.0^ Hz to the then-known pressure pick-
ups. But gradually more caution , was used in the treat-
ment of natural oscillations. There also has been lack
of attempts to determine the natural oscillations of
piezoelectric pickups by excitation, which can succeed
only under certain conditions, which usually were not
correctly known and therefore could not be kept. 	 We find
stat.ements.such as "the natural oscillation of the employed
piezoelectric pickup was located on high that it could not
be excited even Oth a hammer," As may be shown, natural
oscillations can only be sufficiently excited by strict
observance of a certain mass ratio between excited and
exciting mass. Moreover, it remains with the afore-
mentioned characteristics of the remaining test arrange-
ment whether the comparatively high natural oscillation
freauency, even when it has been started, can be amplified
and traced.	 The intensity of the excitation of natural
oscillations is governed by the oscillation energy Eg
transmitted by impact excitation_ on to the system to be
excited. Under simplifying assumptions it can be computed
that the ratio m l /m 2 of exciting to excited mass of the
oscillator defines the oscillation energy transmitted to
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the oscillating system, as figure 7 indicates, 	 It is
found that small masses are beneficial for the impact ex-
citation, which does not occur wren a hammer is used.
B ut.to attempt to ascertain the resonance curve and hence
the freauenc`T v.-riation of the pressure pickup from the
complex free oscillation curve, as exemplified in figure
8, is very difficult, since it is, in general, a -;,stem
of many degrees of.freedom with a great many natural.fre-
q uencie.s... .

-It-is generally conceded that the resonance curve de-
fines the frequency limits within which the test instru-
ment ' can be used with satisfactory accuracy. Tt,e knowl-
edge of the vibration characteristic s- is t?!erefore of de-
cisive importance for the use of the tPPt !:et'rod.	 Ac-
cordingly the aim' of the subsequent st ̂ dy will be to-de-
note the vibration characteristics of riF ?oelectric pick-
ups by their resonance curves ana to ded.lace therefrom the
rules for the design of piezoelectric pickups.

I.V. METHOD. OF' RECO?DING OF RESONANCE

CURVES OF PIE10ELF,CTRIC I-ICKUPS

A method of . ,pr-oducing alternating pressures of trace-
able constant amplitude (several atm, s-9y) and ..any fre-
q ue-ncy of.the order-of magnitude of 1 0 4 Hz is unknown.
The direct determinatior. of the resonance curves of pie7o
electric pickups from the alternating stresses on the
quartz under the effect of alternating pressures of con-
stant amplitude and variable fre q uency was impossible.
An attempt -as therefore made to use the body acoustics to.
define the fre q uency variation; but it is difficult to
produce body. acoustics of sufficiently great intensity at
high fre q uencies. Eeside-, caupling phenomena between
transmitte.r, transmission linlc 's, and. pressure pickup vi-
tiate the results. 'The Plectric`excitation of the quartz,
plates b.y means of the reciprocal-piezoelectric effect
offored a way out.

1.	 The Reciprocal FiPzbelectric Effect

If a piezoelectric cr y stal is subject?d to an electric
field that produces'the stress U on the "corres.pondin
crystal surfaces, the .crystal deforms. 	 If the field has
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the direction of the x-axis (electric. axis) the strain in
the direction of the x-axis indep endent of the size of the
quartz plate.is'

u = d il U	 (4)

(For quartz it is d il = 2,12 x 1C)"	 cm/volt.)

At the same time, the crystal is strained in the di-
rection of the y-axis by an amount

F
V = - d 11 U 

FY	
(5)

Y

where Fx is the quartz surface orientated at right
angles to the x-axis, F 	 at right angles to the y-axis.

A clear explanation of the piezoelectric effects has been
given by Mleissner.	 The previously electrically neutral
crystal cell is polarized by elastic crushing of the crys-
tal lattice.	 Inversely, an electric field in a piezo-
electric crystal not only displaces the building -tones
of the lattice but also changes its dimensions. 	 The
strain of the crystal does not increase exactly linear
with the applied stress. But, since departure from lin-
earity is not ' apureciable except at much higher exciting
voltages than employed here, this can be completely dis-
regarded in the present inst,?nce.

2.	 Theoretical Considerations

The theoretical p rinciples of the test method are ex-
emplified on the piezoelectric pickup, sketched in figure
9,

where

c a	elaFticity of the casing mass of the pickup rela-
tive to a mass of assumedly infinite size
(kg/cm)

k l	damping of system	 (m c ),	 (kgs/em)

M 1	 mass of pressure pickup casing (xgs2/ CM )

CD	 elasticity of ouartz column and of pre-tension
davice, as of the spring bushing (kg/cm)
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k 2 	damping of system	 ( m 2ic2)

a	 mass disposed before auartz, as of pressure trans-
mitting piston

!Lzi	 mass ratio	 1", 2
m,

f	 frer,aency of exciter forces (H , i

(0	 pulsation of exciter forces (s- a )

1	 ^ C
f, _

2rr ,/

f z 	 1 ^a
2Tr 3 m

x_,x; deflections of mass

	

w^3 rd	 ( cm )

11 0	 amplitude of force

M3.	 and m 2 , positive down-

(:rte

Under normal use of the pressure pickup as pressure
instrument, the forces acting on the lowest surface,
that is, on mass m2i	 are the constant force of the pre-
tension and the alternating force Yo sin W t. The read-
ing consists of the length change x 2 - x, of the quartz
Calumn c 2 .	 The electric excitation of the quartz pro-
duces between m, and m2 an alternating force which
periodically lengthens and shortens spring c ,3 . Now the
resonance curve of the pickup traversed by the charge
amplitude on the ouartz surfaces under variable frenuency
of the alternating gas pressure can be put equal under
certain Rssumptions to that covFrPd by the amplitude x2
of the bottom motion of the pickup by Flcctric excitation
of the quartzes.

Assuming damping proportional to s p eed while dis-

counting: gravity, the admission of mass m 2 urith al-
ternating gas pressure follou r s the i-w

ml d` hl +cl x i +kl dr, +Ca (-'C1- 
XU) +k'. al., _ 

d, I = 0	 (C)
dt `	dt	 at	 at/
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2
m2 dt + c2 (x2 - X1) + ^ 2 \dtG ^ dty - - Po sin W t	 (7)

The transitory _p rocess iG not taken into account since
the transitory state defines the resonance curve. 	 The
damping forces are neglected for simplification. 	 Then
we can write:

- ml(') 2 X 1 + C1X.1 +. C 2 (XI	 X2) = 0	 (8)

- m 2w 2 X 2 + C2 (x2 ^ X1) _ - P o	 (9)

The deflection x,/Po referred to unit force is

X 1	 C 	
(10)

Po -	 CO2 ( 'r' I M 2 CO 2 - C2m1	 Clm2 ^ C2ff'2 ) + C1C2

and

X2	
1	 C1 - - 2x1 ^	 (Il )

F ° 	 m2 CO ` - C 2 \	 r o

whence, after seve-ral changes:
1	 2lc

P2

 _(f-'\)2]
as 1̂- ^f ^	 \f/	 f	 I ^'^i( f

By electric excitation of the q uartz plates it gives:

- m,CO 2 X, + C l x, + jWkax -I + c 2 (x, - x2)+ j6ok 2 (x l -- x 2 ) = P o (13)

- m2CO L X 2 + C2 ( x 2 -- x  ) + jWk 2 (x . -- x, ) _ - Po	 (14)

whence

x, _ - m 2 CO` [(<)` ( m l m 2 , O •. 
- A) + cc--,] + i (O^m 2 [-c! r B + Di	

(15)
Po	 [(L'2(m1m2(t,N` - A) + c i c 2 1 2 + cO°[ ^u^ ` B + D,!'

where
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A = m,cD + m 2 c 1 +^Cz + k l k^	 ('.g2 SJ `'CM2)

B = it	 + "m,, k l + mzk 2 	(kg` s' cm  )

aca

The deflection of the bottom surfa.cP determined by the
test method is

x G 	 (m-o- c2)+ j'Uka	 xi CAL(h2 —.a2c2)+ cam` — jrflO'1 L 2
+	 -^	 (16)

P o	 (rn ,11 2— c^) c^.+,i2, i 2	 r'^	 02'.02 — CS) + ^` -=c c.

whence, neglectingthe dampin- for^es again,

	

f/	 1
^^	 r	 t^^, 	 r	 ,f N _ F ( f \ 2

	

,	 f^' I
	 (i7)

a c^`^ 1 -	 1-^ 1 1` ' l- `
f	

I -_-
\ f J I i_ \ f)	 ^'\

or the same e-pression <3s obtaine'd for ( 2 - xl P 0 by
admission of r.ass m2 with alternating gas pressure.
Bence the desired resonance curve can be obtained by
electrical excitation of the quartz plates and subsequent
measurement of x,z. This holds true under the assumption
of small damping forces.

The resonance points for	 (xz - x`1 )/Po follow from

the relation

	

f" r f2 [ (1 + w^i) f2 ^ .+ .f_-^] + f_3 ` f 2 	 0	 (18)

after e quating the d.enomdnato .r in the brackets of eoua-
tion (12) to ZPrC.

Th en

fL = 2 [(1+W^1)fa` +fl 
J+

.^ 4 [(1 -^wc l) f`
<. +fsl ^a. - 

l fc ,	 (10)

For pur p oses of illustration figure 10 gives several res-
onance curves computed according ti eouation (12), the
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required constants of the oscillation equation. being as-
sumed.	 The graph brings out the effect of the distortion
term contained in the bracketed term of equation (12).
For the small mass ratio .4 11 = 0.01	 of case b the res-
onance curve of the coupled system is practically in
agreement with that of the simple system 	 (m 2 ,c 2 ), except
for the very narrow frequency range in vicinity of 500 Hz,
wilere it is changed by the resonance of the system (ml,cl).
But for mass ratio µ21 = 0.25 of case a the conditions
are otherwise.

It may therefore be assumed that for small mass
ratios the distortion will be very low even for compara-
tively little damping.	 This was, in fact, borne out in
the subse q uent studies (fig. 38).	 It proves the advantage
of a small mass ratio which is best secured by a reduc-
tion of the mass m 4 placed before the quartz plates.

3. Measurements with Sound Pressure Meter

The excitation. o.f piezoelectric pickups with electric
alternating voltage' had. been attempted elsewhere without
success.	 In , particular, there was a lack of test methods
for proving the resonance areas.	 In the present instance,
we succeeded in getting an audible tone by exciting a
piezoelectric pickup with alternating voltage of audio-
frequency. Although very weak, it could still be measured
with a Siemens-Halske sound pressure meter. With "appro-
priate test equipment distinct resonance points were
traceable which-permitted a record - even if not very
plain - of the resonance curve.

With this in view* the tests, illustrated in figure
11, were undertaken.	 The q uartz plates a of the piezo-
electric pickup D are excited by buzzer S by progressive-
ly varying the fre q uency f but keeping the voltage con-
stant, causing the pickup to forced oscillations in x-
direction. The sound pressure p produced hereby charges
the condenser microphone XMI of the sound pressure meter
SM. Because of the low sound intensity the distance be-
tween D and KM had to be kept small - between.5.6
and 40 centimeters.

The experimental chamber had normal room i-, alls and
were not free from reflection. Resonance curves recorded
by this method on the pickup of figure 12 are shown in
figures 13 and 14. In figure 13 the pickup was mounted
on a soft base facing the condenser microphone. 	 It af-
forded only two distinct resonance areas.
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To simulate the actual conditions or. an engine the
pickup of figure 14 was screwed into a-133- by 175-.by
20-cubic millimeter steel plate. Then the total assembly
was placed in a box padded with glass wadding in order to
minimize the reflection capacity of the walls: The radia-
tion is considerably increased by-the steel plate so that
even smaller de p artures from the initial deflection could
be detected.	 The first resonance peak, very little
damped, occurs at 3150 Hz. Further, more vigorously
damped peaks follow in direction of rising fre q uency, the
position of which varies, however, with the distance be-
tween pickup and receiver. Here the length of the air
column between pickup and microphone seems to be of some
influence. The next resonance peak, which is high, weakly
damped and independent of the,distanee x between pickup
and-microphone, -Qccurs at about 11,500 Hz. 	 It is situated
at approximately the same place as before in figure 13.
The resonance points of the pickup could be accurately
enough ascertained by varying the screwed-on mass and the
distance, but as the use of condenser microphones stops
at about 10,000 Hz, the higher fre q uencies obtained in-
volved either the design. of a new microphone or else a
modification of the method.	 In the first instance, the
interference tendency of acoustic measurements.would re-
main.

4. Improved Method

The oscillation amplitude of the pickup bottom is
outside of the resonance of the order of magnitude of

10	 millimeters = 10 A.	 It is smalle'r by about 3 powers
of tens than the wave length of visible light so that
stroboscopic interference methods 1ATith visible light, for
instance, would no longer suffice for the measurements.
In consequence we retained the principle of the test meth-
od while modifying the test element.

Calculation of measurin g effect.- In the new version

indicated in figure 15, the bottom surface b of the
pickup faces a flat electrode a at distance d so that
both surfaces form the p oles or sides of a condenser C.
This condenser is charged across the resistance R by a
battery with voltage E. Proving thF bottom surface by
6x in direction x varies the capacitance C. The
variation in charge produced hereby induces a current
through resistance R which causes a voltage drop at R,
In this manner a periodic distance variation produces a
periodic alternating voltage on R which is fed into the
grid of an amplifier tube.
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For the calculation the capacitance variation is as-
sumed to follow the law

C = Co + C 1 sin W t	 (20)

whence, according to fi gure 16

E- i R	 i dt	 (21)C f
and

	

(E - i R) (C o + 0 1 sinco t) = J i dt	 (22)

Differentiation with respect to t affords.

( C o +C z sinwt) R at+(l+RwC lcoswt)i. -BWC l coswt = 0	 (23)

With th. e •Fourier ser-ieG

	

i. = I, 1 . sin .(Wt: + 'ca l ) + . I z sin (2Wt .+ CP 2 ) + ..	 (24)

for	 i	 as function of t, the coefficients are_:

	

I1 - C i	 E	
(25)

	

C o	 a 1
R + 

rCO)

and

Ca
^ 	

ER
(26)

L] r
0	

1	 a 2 	1	 1
2

	

R +	 4	 +	 J
^C0

For small values of. C 1 ,/C o all terms other than

the first can be ignored.	 Then the . alt ,ernating voltage
on R is
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C 1 	ER
u = i R = — ----	 _` ` __ sin W t	 (2 -e)

	

1 	 ^

	

Co	
R 

2 + ulv

and its effective value

	

U = F, 	
R	

—	 (^38 )
C o f ^ _
	

1 \aRte. + 

(^' —Co

This voltage is independent of the frequency W for
great CL) and approaches the constant limiting value

C 1
E^,F2 0  .

Thus by keeping

R > 
1	

(29)

U becomes practically independent of the frequency. 	 In
that event, the time constant of the circuit	 (R,C) is
great compared to the period of motion, and the, test cir-
cuit of figure 16 acts like thF replacement circuit (f.ig.
17a).

With j =1/_1  , we therefore get

U I _ T R _

E 
1 + JWRCo
	 E +	

R + \wCo

and the effective value

E C 1	 R

	

U = --	 _ — —	 (30)

C o 	 / E	 1 \)a

^R + O/

But the capacity C o y	 of the control arrangement and of

the tube which contributes nothing toward the measuring
effect is still p arallel to R, hence
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E C1	 1
U= 2 

COC 02	 1 + (—_ 1\ Co ./

according to the substitute . (fig. 17b)

CFor	
1 N 

^A it then becomes
C o 	d

U __ E o	 1	
(^^)

d	 Coy

Design .of the measuring — setur,.- The valuation_ of the

design'-of the -measuring setup , is to be based on a -suita-
ble quartz pickup in which the elasticity of the pre-
tension device is mild in contrast with the elasticity of
a quartz column consisting of two quartzes. 	 Subjecting
such a column to a voltage of about 200 volts causes it
to change its length by

Lx = 2d 11 .0

2 .x 2.12 x -. 10 -? o cm/V x 200 V = 0.848 x 10 -6 mm

This length change is independent of the column dimen-
sions.	 Selecting the electrodes as circular disks with
a diameter of 7.6 millimeters and a distance of 0.003
centimeters we ge.t

(31)

C = EF
- d

^F
0.09 = 0.453 cma

cm
0. 003 cm

= 13.4 pF

At a condenser voltage of 300 volts and 'an estimated ' con-
trol and valvo' capa;citande.' of 001 ;z 20 pF we get

E Dx	 1
U= - a	 0 1 = 2.25 x 10-3 Veff.,2	 +

Co
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In order to obtain a reading approximately independent
of the frequency at above 1000 Hz it is necessary that

R
	 1	

= 4.77 MC2
W(C 0 + C c I )

We decided on R = 10 MQ, with a grid resistance of 20 MO
across a coupling condenser of 1000 pF connected in par-
allel, thus making the effective resistance about 6.7 MD.

Counting with a 100-fold excess departure in the
case of resonance leaves a voltage of 0,23 volt- for the
input grid of the amplitude recorder.	 Since this excess
at resonance was not known for the time being, a measuring
range from 1:1000 was provided. The absolute amount of
input voltage increases with the condenser direct voltage,
the upper limit of which is determined by the flash-over
voltage. The input voltage is further amplified and rec-
tified in the vacuum tube amplifier (fig. 18) so that'the
plate current of the output tube is an indication of the
input alternating-current voltage. For accurate coverage
of the 1:1000 range with the reading instrument, the am-
plifier is fitted with variable. w tubes and automatic
control.

The input stage has a T 113 electrometer tube suit-
a_^le for high grid resistance. 	 The Flate resistance of
all stages is 20,000 0 in view of the amplification of
the frequency band from 10 3 tc.'10 5 Hz, affording a suf-
ficiently small amplification drop up to frequencies of
105 Hz.	 The grid of the second stage (AF3)is affected
by the regulating voltage of a duodiode A32 which, at the
same time, takes care of the det'eation of the amplified:
measuring voltage. The direct voltage occurring on the
second plate or load resistor of the duodiode is once
more amplified by a direct current amplifier stage after
being filtered by a R,C member and*the plate current of
the last stage measured with a • 102 (Siemens-Halske)
instrument.

In this test method the pickup itself forms one
electrode of the condenser microphone, thus removing the
disturbing frequency limitation of the test range to
10 4 Hz and the disagreeable effect of the air path between
pickup and microphone,
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Provisions had been made to keep the electrodes a
and b	 (fig. 15) under vacuum so as to raise the suscep-
tibility of the test setup by a maximum condenser direct-
current voltage. But it was found that the measuring ef-
fect below the minimum voltage of Paschen's law (air about
330 volts) was amply sufficient. Thus the disagreeable
vacuum was avoided. The pickup was arranged upright.
The electrode a forms the front of an elongated cylinder,
which made it possible to bring it near to the bottom sur-
faces of pressure pickups having a. gas passage as pressure
transmissior_.link.	 This cylinder is mounted in the center
of a heavy steel plate (fig. 19) originally intended as a
pump plate for a vacuum bell and keeps vibrations away
from the electrode. Then the entire unit was mounted on
a shock-proof table, thus assuming good body acoustic
isolation.	 The steel plate rests on . a U-iron frame, be-
low which the amplitude recording instrument is arranged
so that it can be connected to the measuring finger by
means of a low capacity plug connection, with the result
that the additional control capacity lowering the meas-
uring effect, can be kept small, The pickup together
with the bottom surface is advanced toward the measuring
finger by means of a support with vertical micrometer ad-
justmen.t, the d' riving spindle of which permits a reading
to about ,a 1 1/ 100-millimeter setting.	 The support is
mounted on an u,pri.ght steel .plate held byan angle-iron
frame. The pickup can be mounted into the support by
itself or in conjunction with a large mass.	 Since the
movement of the . masses 'throu.gh the spi . n.dle of the support
did not appear to be satisfactory, the arrangement indi-
cated in figure 20 was resorted to._ The weight is divided
over the thre- spindles of the locking ring. This assures
correct adjust.m.ent. of the capacity Co even with large
masses.	 Coupling between test specimen and vibration
susceptible parts of the setup are avoided by imbedding
the test specimen in soft rubber. 	 In suite of the meas-
ures to guard against bod y acoustics, the setup was sus-.
ceptible to -atmospheric sounds so that the measurements
had to be made at special hours of the day.

The current source.for.the variable fre.ouency was a
home-made beat buzzer with a fre q uency up to 12 kHz.,
which was subsequently replaced by a Siemens-Halske .prod
uct having a 100 Hz t_o .100 kHz frequency raxig.e..	 The fre-
quency uncertainty after calibration amounts to 0,005 f f
25 Hz. However, since this_ buzzer supplied :voltages of
only. about 20 ,volts, it. had to be raised to .ab . out 150
volts by a plate fed last stage. The complete setup is
shown in figure 21.
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V, MEA SURE MEN T3

The measurements were made with the following ends
in view:

(1) The piezoelectric pickups were to be explored in
the range between 1 and 100 : .c Hz.

(2) For the recording of the resonance curves, only
relative values of the ordinates are required.

(3) The reading of the amplitude recorder in the
neighborhood of 1 kHz is very little dependent upon the
frequency and the amount of capacity C o , The latter is

to be kept as constant as possible.

(4) Because of the automatic control of the variable
w tubes, the reading is appro?-imately logarithmic rather
than linear.

(5) The amplitude recorder can be calibrated with
the hook-up shown in figure 17b; it affords a voltage
which at fre q uency f produces a deflection 6ct, of the
reading instrument and serves as a relative indication
of the motion amplitude of the pickup bottom.

1.	 Freauency Variation and Calibration

Curve- of Amplitude Recorder

Following a number of preliminary tests for perfect-
ing the equipment, the frequency variation of the ampli-
tude recorder, shown in figure 23, was determined on the
hook-up indicated in figure 22.	 It is a trifle higher
at higher amplitudes than at lower amplitudes. This is
due to the fact that, because of the automatic control of
the instrument, the operating point of the variable µL

tube shifts at higher amplitudes toward the lower, more
curved part of the tube characteristics so that the
higher harmonic volume increases because of greater dis-
tortinn. But the higher harmonics are not evenly ampli-
fied so that the amplitude is weakened.

The finding f m r three fre q uencies are shown in fig-
ure 24. These curves are valid for z definite capacity
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C o only.	 Consequently the correct C o had to be estab-

lisned erves',y, :time -during the pxecsure pickup. investiga-
tions...	 It-was. accomplished by adjustment.of.a correspond-
ing d.istance..of..the -bottom,.surface of pickup b 	 and the
opposite electrode a, as the internal capacity of the
amplitude-recor.der..remains the same. 	 -

2. _Study of Piezoelectric Pickup

of Various Types and Sources

The study included the following types:

(1) Piezoelectric pickup,-manufacture A. (fig. 12)

(2) k'iezoeleetric pickup, manufacture B

(3) Piezoelectric pickup, Meurer type (fig. 6)

(4) Piezoelectric pickup with prestressed flat
spring (fig. 26)

(5) Speci=^1 design with welded spring.bushing
(fit,. 27 )

.(6) Special design with threaded spring bushing and
with gas seal (fig. 28)

(7) Same as.6; ready to ! operate, with gas seal

(8) - Spring -bushing as in . 5 and 6 (fig. 29)

Some of the pickups were tested with and without a
threaded mass substitutiRg for the engine casing mass.
Since the resonance curves below 1000 Hz were not deter -
mined, the subsequent curves carry the ratio x/x a as

ordinate, x denoting - tlie deflection of the pickup bot-
tom "at frequency= f and' x, • the deflection at the be-
ginning of the resonance curve, usually at 2000 Hz.

I?i order to emphasize the'res6n•ance curves only the
measut6d points shown as small rings are given in figure
31.	 The test ".points are just as p close in ' all curves'.
The resonance curves were slowly and evenly covered so as
to definitely recur-e..-a11. maximum and minimum values with
closel-y spaced test. point's: - .Duplications of the measure-
ments with the same setup showed complete"agreement of
the curves.
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Piezoelectric pickup; design A (wt. 161.1 grams;'. fig.

12; resonance curve, fig. 30).- This pickup is character-
ized by the mechanical prestress of the q uartz column
accruing from a comparatively heavy flat spring made of
one piece with the lmwer part of the casing, This makes
the pre-tension dependent upnn the temperature of the flat
spring and the tightening of the threaded connection due
to the threads of the pickup in the spark-plug hole. 	 Tile
pressure transmission link is a piston. No water cooling
was provided.

Curve a, piezoelectric pickup without mass: 	 The
first minor departure from, the initial deflec-vion occurs
at 3750 Hz, followed by annther at 4750 Hz. There are
two fairly undamped maximum values at 6950 and.9500 Hz,
which should be regarded as natural frea.uer.cies. The
maximum at 95GO,Hz might.be attributable tc the mass of
the pressure transmission p iston, alasticall;.T supported
on the quartz column apd the elemeats in between.

Curve b, piezoelectric pickup with mass: On loading
the pickup with a mass (fig. 20) of about 3.6-kilogram
weight* the maximum values shift considerably and new
maximum values occur. Herewith the practicability of the
pickup is restricted to the range up *to Phout 2000 Hz.	 In-
cidentally it is pointed out that the position of the
maximum.values can.be varied only.through the varyingly
severe tightening of the pressure pickup while attaching
or remnving the mass in the different test series. This
is es-oecially..true on thls...pickup design because the pre-
tension of the quartz column is produced by a flat spring
which is machined from one piece with .the.casi•ng.

Piezoelectric picku-p. design.:_-(wt: 193.9 grams_
resonance curve, fig-32).- The quartz. column of the . piez,o--
electric pickup comprises eight ouartz plates which re-
ceive their mechanical initial stress largely from a flat
spring, which, however, is not solidly built in nn the
edge', but whose edge rests only on one side while the
center of the opposite side presses against the a_uartz
column. The link transmitting the pressure is ar. elon-
gated piston secured by a thin diaphragm which presses it
against the flat spring and seals the pickup against gas.
There is ne water cooling.

*Hereinafter the weight is . always to be construed as the
weight of the loading masses.
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Pickup with mass of about 3.6 kilograms: The first
minor departure from the initial deflection showed at
about 5500 Hz, the first major departure at 6200. Hz. 	 The
natural freauenciec are located at about 16,600 and 18,000
Hz.	 It is practical for recording vibrations ux to about
5000-Hz. The maximum values are damped very little.

Piezoelectric pickup according to Meurer (wt. 268.0

grams; fig. 6; resonance curves, fig. 33).- This pickup
h as water cooling. 'The mechanical prestressing of the
quartz column is effected by spring bushing. Its short-
coming lies in the gas passage as pressure transmission
link.

Pressure pickup with mass of about 3.6 kilograms:
The first departure from the initial deflection occurs in
curve a at 6500 Hz. The maximum values are situated at
23,600 and 24,400 Hz.	 Since the departures at 11,900 and
12,300 Hz appeared to be due to higher harmonic waves of
the exciting voltage, a second test serie q (curve) was
carried out with the mass before the ouar.tz plates in-
creased by a threaded additioanl macs. This shifted the
maximum values from 23,600 and 24,400 to 15,050 and 16,300
Hz, but the departures at 12.000 Hz and that at 6500 Hz
remained at the old place, which did not support the pre-
vious suspicion, and at the sane time proved that the max-
imum values at 23,600 and 24,400 Hz are actually attribut-
able to the oscillation of the r;ass before the quartz.
This pickup would be practical up to about 6000 Hz if the
pressure transmitting passage did not already cause diffi-
culties at low frequencies.

Piezoelectric pickup with pre-tension flat spring

(wt. 245.3 grans; fig.- 26.; resonance curve, fig. 74).-
This pickup also has a water-cooling system consisting
essentially of an annular charnel in the bottom of the
casing. The mechanical nre--tersion of the auartz column
is accomplished by*a flat spring of about 100 kilograms.

Pressire:pickup.with miass'of about 3.6 kiingrams:
The first departure from the initial'deflFction occurs at
3050 Hz, the maximum: resonance values at 6250 and 3750 Hz.
This pickup can therefore-be used for recording,- vibrations
up to about 2000 Hz.	 Since this, like the pi; t-up of de-
sign A, shows *maximum resonance values at very low fre-
4.uencies, it is concluded that such pickups w'ith pre-
tension flat springs are not suitable for high-frequency
measurements.
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Pickup of zpecia.l design with welded spring bushing

but without gas sealing membrane (wt. 66.5 grams; fig. 27;

resonance curves, fig. 35). = The outstanding feature of
this design is its small bulk, notwithstanding its satis-
factory water cooling. The plug is spot-welded into the
spring bushing which furnishes the mechanical pre-tension
of the quartz column. The s p ring extends into the
threaded connection and provides a smooth fit of the
pickup bottom;.hence eliminates separate pressure trans-
mission links.	 The pin of the middle electrode is posi-
tively connected with the plug pin by means of a very
flexible spiral spring which amply insures mechanical un-
coupling. The gas seal necessary in pressure measurements
was omitted in this test.

Pressure p ickup with mass of about 3.6 kilograms:
The first departure in curve a occurred at 11,300 Hz and
was trifling. Only one resonance maximum occurred at
44,300 Hz and it was weakly damped. To denote the effect
of the mass of the plug on which the amplifier cable is
connected, the aluminum-plug bushing was replaced by a
30.7-gram mass of steel.	 The resonance curve maintains
its character, as indicated by curve b.

The adviLnt.age of this over the first four other
pickups is startling.	 It can be used up to about 11,000
Hz as oscillation recorder.

Pickup of special design with threaded spring bush-

ing without gas sealing membrane (wt. 64.2 grams; fig. 28;

resonance curves, figs 36 and 37).- The threaded spring
permits removal of the nuartz from the bushing for clean-
ing. The gas sealing membrane was not in operation dur-
ing the recording of the resonance curves in order to
preserve comparability with the prena-ding curves.

Pickup without mass: This pickup was first explored
without mass loading (fig 36, curve b).	 The first de-
parture from the initial deflection occurred at the very
low frequencies of 1000 to 3000 Hz. The cause of it was
traced to the connecting rod between central quartz elec-
trode and pin plug which starts oscillations in the pin
and thus causes the departure. After the originally
rigid connection of the central quartz electrode with the
pin plug had been replaced by a very flexible, thin
spiral spring, the cause disappeared (fig. 36, curve a).
However, the next test series with the improved pickup
installation disclosed that the minor departure occurring
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at about 12,300 Hz had shifted toward 10,900 Hz. This
proves that the location-of the resonance is also depend-
ent upon-the contingencies of the restraint in the as-
sembly so that pressure pickups of the same design may
manifest somewhat dissimilar resonance curves.

Piezoelectric pickup with 3.6-and 0.73-kilogram mass.
9 change in mass from 3.6 kilograms (fig. 37, curve a )
to 0.73 kilogram (curve b) produced no marked changes in
the lower fre q uencies, nor could a 30.7-gram increase in
contact mass be detected on the resonance curve (curve c).
in contrast to pickup 5 the principal resonance area is
situated at about 40,500 Hz, or 3600 Hz below that of the
welded, version.	 In accord*lvith this the welded connec-
tion is superior to the threaded connection for achieving
higher natural frequencies for eoual spring pre-tension.

Pi ckup of special design. with threaded spring bush -
ing, finished wit_h_gas sealing membrane (wt. 68.5 grams;
fig. 26; resonance curves, fig. 38).- The gas sealing
membrane re q uired for gas press-are recording is 0.05
millimeter thick.	 It is attached on the bottom of the
spring bu,:h9g with a screw of heat-resistant steel, which
forms the bottom closure of the pickup. A threaded ring
of the same kind of steel holds the membrane on the cas-
ing, the gas seal consisting of thin copper gaskets.
The clearance between the screw and the threaded ring is
0.2 millimeter so the forces on the membrane are small
and prolong its life. The bottom of the pressure pickup
is smooth except for the 0.2 millimeter wide and 1.2-milli-
meter deep ring slit. The cooling of the casing and of
the spring bushing in the threaded connection has proved
satisfactory even by detonating operation.

Pickup with 3.6-kilogram mass: The resonance curve
manifests only minor variations. The first departure
from the initial deflection occurs at 11,300 Hz, the prin-
cipal resonance at 39,000 Hz. With kno* , ledge of the fre-
quency to be measured, this pickup would insure amplitude
records practically up to 30,000 Hz with relatively small
errors.

In the tests, so far, the loading mass had been
screwed to the pickup over an iron-asbestos ring exactly
as for engine operation. This ring was now replaced by
an aluminum ring (curve b). It resulted in a new depar-
ture at about 4500 Hz, which probably corresponds to the
oscillation of the sound concentration formed by pickup
mass, loading mass, and elasticity of screw joint.	 This
oscillation is not detectable when the iron-asbestos ring
is used.
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A se-ries.of'tests was also made on this pickup with

increased. mass before. the .auart? (curv.e c). The _principal
resonance areas 'Arere found to have.shi.fted downward_. 	 The

maximum departure occurred . a.t 33,200 Hz.	 I.n addi-ti.on,
new resonance areas occurred. The entire curve becomes
more uneven in the low freau.encies.. Th.e .fi .rst minor de-
parture, however',-r .emains.at its nosit.ion.of 11, 300 Hz..

Springs of the pickup of a.spc cia:l d c-s ign wit h- welded

o r t hreaded thrust bloc k (fir,. 29; resonance curves, fig.

39i.- The two springs differ only in t-he'closing piece.
While the welded version is simple to manufacture the
threaded. bushing re q uire- much more-- care, especially dur-
ing assembly because of, the. linelar dimensions involved.

In order to prevent corrosion through the cooling
water, the bushings- should p.refe na.bly be' of rustproof
steel or else rustproofed.	 Since the bearing surfaces of
the quartz crystals require a carefully worked and level
base, the lowest electrode is formed by a steel disk
machined . on one:side which is pressed-in the bushing bot-
tom between an aluminum-gasket which causes the aluminum
to spread and..fill the.space in between-. 	 The resonance

curves indicate the superiority of the weld. The welded
version .-(curve a) with a. weight of 9,l• grams as against
15 grams for the threaded ,(curve b) indicates a very fa-_
vorable course . of the resonance-curve as far as the prin-
cipal resonance area;.the sole minor departure occurs at
35,100 Hz.. Then. there is no more departure up to the
principal resori ana.e. which is located at 70,000 Hz. 	 It

seems as if the.depa.rture at.35,100 Hz were due to a
higher harmonic of the.exciter voltage. 	 There are smaller
maximum values at 73,000 and 73,500 Hz and ultimately a
slight, departure at -77,600 Hz.. In contrast hereto,' the
threaded.version.(curve b) mani-f.ests the f_irs't departure
at 22,000 Hz.	 The first major departure occurs - at 49,400

Hz, the principal resonance at 62,400 Hz.	 On the whole,
the curve is much more uneven than for the welded version.

VI. FINDINGS

The resonance curves.of th-e piezoelectric pickups in-
dicate that even the best , design types explored here man-
ifest departures from the initial value even in the ap-
proximately linear portion, and they are far greater than
the errors involved in static measurements. 	 Hence, static
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calibrations of piezoelectric recorders maintaining an ac-
curacy of 1 percent or better can be fully utilized only
if, in addition to the knowledge of the resonance curve,
the fre q uency of the vibration under investigation can be
determined. The e7Tperiments indicate the superiority of
pickups 5-and 7 over the others. 	 Conclusions can be.
d-y awn concerning the design of such pressure . pickups and
the frequency ranges. obtainable.

To begin with,the design should be as simple as pos-
sible so as to afford oscillation patterns.urith few degrees
of freedom; the more complicated the design the more d.e-
grees of freedom must be expected.

The -ore-tension by spring .bushing is .superior to
that by flat spring.

The mass before the q uartz should be as small as ros-
sible, even though the frequency scone is not solely gov-
erned by the mass before the q uartz, but by much lower
natural fre q uencies obviously due to the oscillations of
the casing or the threaded connection. 	 Even so, the ac-
tion of the masses before and behind the quartz is con-
tributory toward the distortion of the resonance curve of
the system (m 2 ,c 2 ). Admittedly the ratio of the masses
could be-kept at a minimum by increasing the mass behind
the quartz altriough mass concentrations behind the quartz
conceal the hazard -of formation of.new configurations sus-
ceptible to oscillation.

Screw connections should be.kept: at a minimum. 	 The
welded joint seems superior to the threaded joint.

Gas passages with or without damping should be
avoided, since they freq-aentl, shift the upper frequency
limit much below that obtainable on the mechanical oscil-
lation system. The amplitudes of pressure vibrations can
be . obtained with acceptable accuracy up to 10,000 or
11,000 Hz with pickups 5, 6, and 7, and frequencies as
high as 26,000 Hz by admittance of greater errors within
a limited fre q uency ranf.e.

If the re q uirement for the measurement does not
specify the use of the soark-plug hole, the welded spring
bushing could, for instance, be mounted direct into the
wall of a combustion bomb.	 In that event, frequencies of
50,000 to 60,000 Hz are recordable.	 Since the explored
spring bushings were designed for installation in pressure
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pickups of engine cylinders, they are readily adaptable'
to combustion bomb use by making the bushing bottom thin-
ner and using foil for the middle electrode of the quartz.
This should raise the principal natural frequency to
100,000 Hz.

Tha employed test method has proved satisfactory,
and so closes the gap heretofore existing in the correct
analysis of piezoelectric recorderQ.	 The study of pres-
sure pickup, recorder, and accessories now permit a satis-
factory appraisal of the oscillation characteristics of
the whole test arrangement.

DISTURBANCE OF PIEZOELECTRIC RECORDER

READINGS THROUGH MASS FORCES

In the -pressure mea-_urementc on engine cylinders by
piezoelectric recorders -the gas forces are superp osed by
disturbi-ng mass forces produced by the pickup. Methods
of combatting these forces ar *e' described. . The elastic
suspension of' a measuring quartz is analyzed-; heretofore
unobserved -p otential` errors were appraised and checked by
experiment. Suggestions for removing the sources of
errors are outlined.

VII. PROBLEMS

The aim in engine rese rch to measure pressure proc-
esses with a minimum of inertia has brought about the de-
velopment of the piezoelectric recording method which af-
fords tie correct measurement of much more-rapid -p
res-sure changes than any other known method.

Its practical liL.itation is governed by t-he oscil-
lating propertir-s of the piczo p-lectric pickup. Unfortu-
nately this method is affected with mass forces which, in
the piezoelectric pickup illustrated in figure 40, are sub-
stantially due to-the mass of the pressure transmission
links d and b and to a lesser extent to the mass of
quartz a.	 Eliminating the pressure transmitting -piston
d, replacing the central electrode b by a thin foil,
and using smaller quartz plates results in a marked
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reduction of the mass forces. 	 At accelerations equal to
1000 times gravitational acceleration, for instance, a
quartz cylinder of 6 millimeters in diameter and 3 milli-
meters in height 1,r ould produce a mass .force of about 0.220
kilogram..	 Since forces acting on the quartz in engine
pressure measurements are usually:- by about two orders of
magnitude higher, the problem of mass forces would be
largely solved if the mass of the pressure transmission
links could be eliminated.	 It would even afford high
natural oscillation characteristics for the pickup, since
the mass forces and oscillation characteristics are
jointly determined by the masses existent in the pickup.
Because of the thermal stress on the pickup in the engine
cylinder some mass, ever_ though small, before the quartz
is unavoidable. As a result different ways of making the
mass forces ineffective for the reading have been attempted.

VIII. CONVENTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

GvITH LOWER HASS FORCE READING

1. Use of Double System

The mass force reading can be minimized, according
to rostlethwaite (ref e rence 26), by the use of t-o sys-
tems in the pickup unit: a pressure system and a vibra-
tion system. But the second system responds only to the
accelerations, not to the gas pressure.	 The vibration
system is arranged to deliver an e q ual and opposite elec-
trical charge from that delivered by the pressure crystals.
Unfortunately, this measure results in making the pickup
fairly big and its cooling difficult and probably renders
the exact balance of the systems difficult.	 In addition,
the second system creates a new vibration pattern.

2. Use of Balanced kiezo with Different

YiezoFlectric F-'.odulus

Bekesy (reference 22) utilizes the relation of the
piezoelectric constant and the direction of cut of the
ouartz. By app ropriate choice of modulus and of the
masses of the system, a vibration unit unresponsive in
pickup axis direction can be built up with two quartz
crystals. According to figure 41, for instance, the
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quartz masses are identical. The piezoelectric modulus
of the upper Quartz is only a third of that of the lower,
both pieces of quartz being arranged to deliver opposite
electrical charges. Thus, the mass of the central elec-
trode is twice as great as that of the cover plate. By
reason of the differential connection of the two quartz
crystals, the sensitivity drops to one-third of that of
the conventional q uartz arrangement, for which the in-
sen sitivity is exchanged for -reduced vibrations.

3. Elastic Suspension of Quartz

Lastly; . there are the attempts by Fahrentholz, Kluge,
and Linckh (reference 23) to minimize or su pp ress the ef-
fect .of. the mass forces above a specified frequency by
elastic suspension of the quartz. 	 In the diagrammatic
sketch of the pickup (fig. 42) one quartz is suspended
between two flat . springs which maintain the quartz simul-
taneously under initial tension, the upper one serving as
tapping electrode for the quartz charge and being there-
fore highly insulated. The quartz surfaces are curved.

Because of its simplicity, this arrangement is
studied in detail.

IX. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ELASTIC SUSPENSION

OF QUARTZ BETWEEN TWO PLAT SPRINGS

Notation

A	 proportional factor (V/kg)

a	 motion amp litude (cm

b	 acceleration	 (cm /s2)

c	 elasticity	 (.kg/cm)

F	 surface	 (Cm2)

f	 frequency (Hz)

f 1 :, 4 natural oscillation characteristics 	 (Hz)
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?.	 mass	 (kk S
2
 /cm)

Y	 force	 (kg)

p pressure (.kg/cm')

x	 deflection	 (cm)

x a 	deflection of muss miss 	(cm)

W	 angular frequency = 2n f (1/s)

1.	 Natural Vibration Characteristics and 1 0 ass Forces

What is the conduct of this system relative to its
natural vibration chnracteristics, the ma.se-force indica-
tion, and the gas-pressure reading? As to the first, the
resonance curve of the system is largely informative.	 In
order that the static calibration retain its validity at
high frequencies as well, the resonance curve must mani-
fest no marked departure— thro-,^;hout the entire frequency
range concerned..	 Resonance cur7r e and static -calibration
curve should retain validity even for simultaneous ap-
pearance of gas pressure and macs forces.	 Information
concerning the resonance curve car_,be obtained by first
attempting to establish the natural vibration characteris-
tics of the system. The system indicated in figure 42
can vibrate preferably in two natural vibration modes.
In the first mode the flat springs lying against the
quartz execute opposite motions; in the second, quartz
and flat springs vibrate synonymously against the casing.
The natural vibration characteristics f l 	of the first
which is relatively high- depends upon the s-)ring mass,
the size of the q uartz, and the properties of the contact
surfaces.	 Since the masses of the flat springs load the
quartz,	 f l is situated correspondingly lo;aer than the
natural vibration characteristics of the quartz alone.
Several hundred thousand vibrations per second should be
attainable.

The vibration ch,^.ractPristic' f,	 of the second mode,
indicated in figure 43 by the mechanical substitute pat-
tern of this mode, is defined in the sum m 2 of quartz
masses ma and flat s-1-: ring masses . m F and, in addition,

by the elasticity' c l and , c2 of both springs relative

to the casing mass M C , which may be assumed to be very

great.	 It is to be noted that	 c,	 and c 2 represent the
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concentrated forces that effectuate a .clefl.ecti.on of 1
centimeter.	 It is expedient to visualize these deflec-
tions as being so small at first that the elasticity
values may be considered constant. 'By major deflections,
whether due to mass forces or gas forces.o.r both, this is,
of course, no longer permissible. The f 2 of two flat
springs 0.2 millimeter in thickness and 8.millimeters
in diamter and a 3- by 6-millimeter quartz amounts to
several thousand vibrations p^r second.	 Norc• flexible

springs would put f 2 lower but, at the same time, w oul d-
also lower the pressure-recording rang for r,, asons of

strength.

The effect of vibrations of the piezoelectric pick-
up on the tension at the quartz, that is, on the reading
of the ins-trument, is analyzed first.

If the casing mass mG of the substitute vibration
system irdicated in figure 43 executes vibrations under
the effect of acceleration alternations.of amplitude b,
of fre'nuency- f and amplitude a,	 the deflection xa

of mass mz, with damping discounted, is:

M 2 d2xa 
+ c (x	 a sin. wN t ) = 0	 (33 )

After the transitory state a simple calculation
gives the amplitude ' of string travel x = x a - a of

spring c with c/m 2 = W2 2 at

x = -	 b	 (34)
W a - W2.

2

and the mass force amplitude of ..mass . m2 at

araga	
)

1 2 = M 2 (x + a ) = c x = - m 2 b	 (35
2	 2

Q' 2	 W

If the static calibration is to be used for the vi-
bration measurements, the operating freauenc`; of the
piezoelectric -p ickup of figure 40 must, because of the
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departure indicated in figure 44, remain small compared
to the lowest natural vibration characteristic of the
resonance curve.	 Accordingly, as mentioned above, the
lowest natural vibration characteristic is preferably
shifted upward as much as possible. 	 For that very reason,
the occurring acceleration freouencies themselves will
ordinarily be small compared to the lowest natural vi-
bration characteristic.	 In this event the mass force in
'the quartz is, according to e q uation (35), without al-
lowance for the masses of the piston and the electrodes:

P^ =	 mab	 (36)

But, if the natural vibration frequency of the second
type of vibration system of figure 42 can be made small
relative to the freouency f of the exciting accelera-
tion, as obtainable by flexible mounting, we get

fa e

	

P Q = f i mob	 (37)

that is, the mass force in the ^auartz is reduced in the
ratio (f 2 /f) ` . Furthermore, appropriate choice of size
of flat springs makes it possible to keep the mass force
of the quartz, which itself is s .mal.l compared to the gas
forc. es,. piezoelectrically ineffective (reference 23).
The potential difference Ua produced by it at the small

deflection x is proportional to the amount x(cz - c1).
According to equation X35) we get

P? _ ^^,X =	 -
c 	 C1 + C2

with c = c, + ca, hence the difference in potential

Ua = A —^—^ Pa = A ^m 
Pa
	 (38)

1 +( i 1
\czJ
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cl
1 - 

Cc a^
where for abbreviation -- 	 = n.m , and A indicates

1 
+ C2)

a constant denoting the'relation between potential and
force.	 U,^ becomes zero when	 (r.M = 0,	 that is, . C l .= c2.
In that event the mass force of the ouartz is not included
in the measurer.:ent. In relation with the freryuency f of
the exciting casing vibration the results are:

Within range f < f 2 the mass force of the quartz is
fully effective.

Within range f > f 2 it is reduced in the ratio

^f

Within range f Z f^ it increases correspondingly
to the departure at resonance of the system.

In all cases including that of resonance fz it
will not be indicated if c 1 = c2.

The next _p roblem is to establish the extent to which
the condition c 1 = c 2 or c l /c^ = 1 can be satisfied

by an arrangement as indicated in figure 42. The vigor-
ous mathematical solution_ of the spring characteristics
seems scarcely feasible, since the calculation of a flat
spring rigidly clamped on the edge and loaded on one.side
under gas pressure, on the other by a concentrated force,
is unknown_ so far. But in order to gain. some insight
into the possible aspect of similar sprin g; characteristics,
some simp lifying assumptions - to be checked experimental-
ly as to their reliability - are made.

It is presumed that both flat springs have identical
spring characteristics, as heretofore always tacitly as-
sumed in the literature.	 It is further assumed that the
two springs are identicall y stressed by uniformly dis-
tributed load, since this case of the clamped circular
plate with great def1cetion is adeauately covered by
empirically proved approximate formulas (refer e nce 25).
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The example serving as basis of the present appraisal
relates to two flat springs of-0.2 millimeter in thickness
and 8 millimeters in free diameter between which a 3-milli-
meter-thick quartz with curved surfaces is clamped under
9 kilograms of initial tension. The pressure relation with
the contact surfaces created by the curvature of the sur-
faces is not considered.

Figure 45 shows the characteristics of the two flat
springs thus computed, x being the deflection of the
quartz from rest position.	 Since the quartz must be
maintained under initial tension, the flat springs are
bent along different directions in the und p flected state

of the system.

This explains why the lower spring under load from
below can become more flexile, while the ur-p er becomes
definitely stiffer. The sprin g; characteristics of fig-
ure 45 afford the elas±ici+.y values of figure 46, which
agree with reality as.will be shown_ later. Herefrom it
may be concluded that the real.rg of the mass force is
not suppressed at . great d.efle^tior_s, because am = 0

only by identically. great ela,st.icitiP

2. Gab Pressures

Strictly speaking; the external force produced by
the pressure, p is evenly distributed.over the entire
lower flat spring. A certain portion is absorbed by the
restraint, while a-much smaller portion is transmitted to
the upper flat spring by the quartz located behind it.
Since this portion acts as a concentrated force on the
upper flat spring, the present loading condition of the
upper spring is the same as previously for the mass force.
The transmitted and hence indicated portion of the force
is

Pa = c 2 x
	

(39).

If the lead on the lower flat spring were a very
small concentrated load rather.than tile. uniformly dis-
tributed load, about half of it would be tal, ,:en up by each
of the two identical s?Drings. This had been the general as-
sumption in the theoretical treatment of the , elastic suspen-
sion of a auartz under any gas pressure (rFfer-ncF 24). But
in reality, thF portion taken up by thF second spring is
much less than half the product of the force from spring
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surface .
Ff 

' anal "pr"ensure _ . -Consequ6ntly it' is pos-
sible to assign a utilization factor ry.	 expressed by

a Pa
P	 Ffp

According to equation (39), tare -ortion P a of the

f-orce is not affected by-the nonlinearity. of the spring
charact-eristic., hence.t-he static pickup characteristic
itself is nonlinear at greater.deflections.

X. EXPERIMENTS

As a check on these arguments, experiments 1- T ere made
for the purpose of- defining the spring characteristics
and the relative elasticity values' of, a system conformable
to figure 42.	 In this experimenta-1 setup the quartz ele-
ment was r.epl•aced by an identical lens-shapecl steel ele-
ment. The experiments with uniformly distributed load
were made by means 

'
o f, oil pressure and recorded by a ma-

nometer calibrateff by weight loading on a pressure bal-
ance. The deflections were obtained on a dial micrometer
with an indication of 1. 100 millimeter per scale division.
The concentrated load was applied over the lens-shaped
steel element of a 15-millimeter , curvature radius by bal-
ance pan and weights to avoid frActional errors. The
setup .enabled the.re. cording of the spring__cha,ra.cteristics
of the .entire system under hydrostatic .pres.sure, the
characteristic of the lower flat spring . under cor,bined
hydrostatic pressure . and co_ncentra,t.ed loa.d . , and. the char-
acteristic of the upper spring under concentrated load.
And from these data. the q uantities necessary for apprais-
ing the system can be obtained. The particular system
consisted of two spring--steel -plates of 0.213 millimeter
in thickness and 8 millimeters in free diameter and the
lens-shaped steel element with curved surfaces of 6 milli-

.meters in diameter and 2.978 millimeters in thickness.
The tests were made w i th two different initial tensions,
both of which were substantially below that assumed in
the atpraisal for reasons of clarity. The initial ten-
sions were 2.15 and 5.40 kilograms obtained by shims of
different thickness placed between the flat springs of
2.902 and 2.800 millimeters in thickness, respectively.
Shims and clam-_ing rings consisted of smoothly ground
steel washers of 15.5 millimeters outside diameter like
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the spring steel plates. The spring characteristics were
plotted from'averageb at increasing; and decreasing load,
which usually varied by les s than 3 percent and -ere
readily reproducible.	 It is therefore not very likely
that the yield point had been reached. The various ex=
perimental equi pment is illustrated in figures 47, 48,
and 49.

Figure 50 shows the recorded deflections x of the
total system for the two initial tensions; the stiffness
is, of course, greater by greater initial tension as.may
be expected.

Figure 51 (solid curves) indicates the deflections
x of the bottom spring under combined hydrostatic pres-
sure b on one side, and concentrated load Y on the
other side, with p as parameter.	 The lines of higher
pressure manifest opposite curvature to that of the
lower pressure. The dot-and-dash curve indicates the
deflections x of the top spring F 2 under concentrated
load.

From these curves the desired quantities: elasticity
values c l and c 2 , the force Pa acting on the quartz,

and the conse q uent values Mm and a. in relation to

the deflection_ or the outside p ressure can be obtained,
as exemplified in figures 52, 50, and 54; the deflection
force Pa of the top spring being computed with allow-

ance for the known initial stress.

XI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIOrdS

The exnerimen-t.s indicated that the renuirement
c l /c 2 = 1 so imp ortant for the balance of the mass forces,
is only approximatel7 fulfilled within a very restricted
range.	 The curve of the elasticity data (fig. 52) is
somewhat different fron that of the estimation (fig. 46),
which is evidently becau^e of the simplifying assumptions.
The numerical data are markedly different, but the ratio
c l /c,s	 is little affected by it.	 While the elasticity
data are identical for all deflections at zero pre--tension
according to the estimation, the test showed that it is
actually not permissible even without pre-tension to make
calculations under the assumption that c l = c 2 in the
deflected state unless special measures are taken. Both
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springs would have to be released from the initial ten-
sion and preferabl y be subjected to concentrated load.
In that event it can be expected that the mass force is
not indicated at any deflection. On differently loaded
flat springs a.m is zero only in the rest position, but

mass forces are indicated by deflections. 	 In the model
problem at vibrations eoual to 1000 times gravitational
accelerations, as may happen on a detonating engine, the
mass-force reading due to Quartz mass at 40 atmospheric
gas pressure and. 2.15-kilogram pre-tension will, accord-
ing to the test data, amount to about 0.022 kilogram
below f 2i	 since mm = 10 percent according to figure

54.	 In contrast,the readin g due to gas pressure is 2.8
kilograms (fig. 53), that is, at an exceptionally high
acceleration the mass-force reading amounts to less than
0.8 percent, and at lower pressures it is even less.
Consequently the mass-force reading by the described ar-
rangement is small even with incomplete balancing action.
Not until other masses, such as that of a pressure trans-
mission link, become additive does the interference in-
crease. This particular case is being dealt with else-
where.

From the magnitude of the pressure-force factor lip

(fig. 54) it is apparent that the partial force P a ap-

plied on the quartz is considerably less than half of the
total pressure.force.	 It does not remain proportionate
to the pressure at greater deflections. 	 This together
with the relation of c l /c 2 to the deflection causes the
static characteristics of the measuring system to become
nonlinear in our example. , as reflected on the thin
straight lines of figure 53.	 In that manner, higher
harmonics are induced in the output distribution by sinus-
oidal pressure alternations. According; to the experimen-
tal data the output control at the smaller pre-tension
should therefore not be permitted to take place at much
over 20 atmospheres.

If the pressure acting on the measuring system with
natural frenuency f 2 is, instead of constant, a period-
ically variable -oressure force Pp = Ppo sin wt with

constant amplitude at variable freouency f i , the deflec-

tion x of the ouartz from rest position follows a res-
onance curve conformable to figure 55 which, with damp-
ing and nonlinear effects discounted, follows from
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d2x
mz at2 + c x = Ppo sin wt	 00)

whence we get after the transitory state, with ^ = W22:M 

1
X = xo -_
	 WV	

(41)

W
a

where x 	 is the , static deflection.

In the resonant zone f Zf 2 the nonlinear properties

of the s pring characteristics are especially effective by
reason of the anticipated very great deflections attending
the resonance dF, narture by factor P.	 In this instance,
the mass-force reading would be especially pronounced and
the test data would be accompanied by frequencies not con-
tain	 r_ed in the instrumental cuantity.	 I order, therefore,
to minimize the nonlinear effects in the zone of resonance,
the measuring range outside of the resonance should be
restricted to about the cth part of the approximately
line,ir section of t'he characteristics, since in most al-
ternating pressure measuren:f-nt-, for instance,on engines,
a range of fre q uencies which.may contain the relatively
low fre q uency= f 2 must be considered. The result may be
a very restricted p ressure-recording zone free from dis-
tortion. The nonlinear characteristics are especially un-
wanted in gas - pressure measurements becs.uGe the gas pres-
sure is usually superimposed by a constant pressure por-
tion which shifts the operating points ever_ further into
the nonlinear zone.

according to figure 55,the deflection above the res-
onance frequency f  dro p s ouickl , 'belol,y the static fre-
ouency and the ouestior is how low it can sink at all and
still assure a correct r6, 111 -ing. Above f2 the driving
force, in this case sup-olied by the gas pressure p, 	 is
largely utilized to accelerate the masses of the system,
while. below f-3 it previousl^ r strained the springs.
Firstly, it is noted.that above fz as a result of the

decreasing deflections the nonlinear properties of the
springs recede, as a result of which nigh-frequency mass
forces are much better removed than low-fre q uency ones.
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Then, in order that the reading of p above f 2 is not
falsified, the masses of the.. flat s p rings must be in the
same mutual ratio as that of the elasticities, previously.
The reading then will be correct so long as the deflection
remains great in proporticn to the compression of the
quartz and to the surface layers. This ceases to hold on
approaching the natural vibration fre a uency fl.

So for a pickup conformable to figure 42 the follow-
ing is applicable: a com p lete suppression of indication
of the mass force is secured when the control of the out-
put is restricted to the zone in which the elasticity
values of the two springs are practically in agreement.
The quantity p sin wt in the neighborhood of the res-
onance f = f 2 is reproduced without distortion •,hen the
deflection at freauencies outside of the resonance is re-
stricted to the pth part of the linear section of the
static-pressure pickup characteristics, because this is
the only instance where, even by resonance, the linear
part of the characteristic can-be adhered to, Iioreover,
since mild flat s prings are' desirable ±or reasons of
lower mass fo -- ces, the design of figure 42 is particularly
suitable for loin pressures: Heavier springs 

I
may enlarge

the linear zone ir. a given case, }Jut without changing
anything in the nature of the phenomenon. Besides, 'f2
would then be located undesirably high.

XII. SUPPLE1iENTARY MASSES

The elastic suspension of the ou artz between two
flat springs presupposes the measuring system not to be
subjected to high temperatures. 'his rules out the de-
scribed arrangement for use in the cylinder wall of an
engine, since. the hot combustion gases would change the
spring characteristics completely.	 It was suggested,
therefore, to use a. pressure-tran g r:ission piston mk

again and to eaua.lize its ::ass forces by dissimilar
spring stiffness,. fi?ire 56 (reference 24). But in that
event the alread:-existing vibration possibilities would
be supilemented by the longitudinal vibration of the
piston with the freauency f 3	of the first harmonic.

This natural vibration freauency provides that its wave
ler.gth must be cor.parable with the length of the piston.
For steel a 30-millimeter piston length would yield f3

at about 40 kHz. However, these freauencie s are nct re-
IIiovEd by the elastic suspension but must be considered as
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natural vibration frequencies of the system. Natural fro-
ouencies of this order of magnitude are obtainable with
rigid thrust block as well,if care is used, as curve b in
figure 44 indicates, except that with a ri:-rid thrust block
no exclusion of the mass forces is possible even at low
frequencies.

In order to remove the mass force P k of the piston

mass m k of the type indicated in figure 17 at 1cw-vibra-

tion freouencies, it was again suggested (rrferer.ee 24) to
select dissimilar flat s p rings, p referably.so that the
conditions

c 1 x = P k + 1 .Pa and ca x =	 P .

are satisfied.	 Then

c l	 P^ + 1'a
	 mT _+ ma

— - -- --	 (42)
ca	 P^	 L,a

Naw the bottom spring is mucz hea-7 4 or than the one on.top
and the sensitivity of the pre sure pickup much lower.
To illustrate: on a 6-millimeter-thick piston 30-milli-
meters long and a quarts of 7 millimeters in diameter and
5 millimeters high, little less than 3 percent of the
total pressure force is transferred to the q uartz.	 This
necessitates an exceptionally high amplification of the
measuring effect in order to obtain the deflection volt-
age required for the control of the output of an electron-
ray ozcillograph. This shortcomine; can be avoided, accord-
ing to the same suggestion, by disposing a mass m a equal

to the piston mass mk behind the c-uartz conformable to

figure 57. But this produces a further natural vibration
at which masses mk and .. ma vi-rate z;;positely, while
the q uartz and the not completel: - fitti_lg contact surfaces
form the spring link. The natural freouency f 4 of this

system is fairly low since quartz and metallic surfaces,
even with the highest polish, do not fit perfectly with-

out very high mechanical initial tensions, and therefore
represent relatively mild springs (reference 17). 	 And
high initial tension is not permissible, as shown else-
where, because of the nonlinear spring characteristics,
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since it shifts the operating points too far into the non-
linear zone, with the result that the natural fre q uency of
a pickup conformable to figure 57 may be lower than ob-
tained with a rigid thrust block, where high initial ten-
sions up to 100 kilograms or more are admissible and com-
mon. The arguments for the correct reproduction of p sin
Wt are similar to those advanced for the arran g ement in
figure 42.

Through the pressure transmitting piston and its
e q ualizing mass the mass forces to which the springs are
subjected become particularly great when p iston, quartz,
and balancing mass vibrate synonymously against the cas-
ing conformable to the natural fre quency Q of the

pressure pickup of figure 42. To illustrate: for a steel
piston of 6 millimeters in diameter and 30 millimeters in
length and provided with compensating mass, the weight on
the flat s p rings is about 13.5 grams. At vibrations
equal to 1000 times the gravitatior.a.l acceleration the
springs would be additionally loaded by 13.5 kilograms
and, in addition, by the stress die to the gas pressure.
If the excitation is by means of 7ibration frequencies
at the correspondin g resonance fre q uency fz, the load
becomes even greater because of the rise above resonance,
of which then, because of the dissimilar elasticities at
great deflections, a fraction am is indicated.	 In this

instance, the initial stress through the suspension
springs is eFpeciolly unfavorable.

XIII. SUGGESTIO?S F0l AVOIDING NONLINEAR DISTURBANCES

The nonlinear disturbances of the reading by the
pickup 'character.istic and the mass forces at great de-
flections are attributable to the mechanical initial ten-
sion on nonlinear flat springs and to the variation of
the ratio of the p ressure force portion F a reaching

the quartz to the total pressure force F fp at variable

pressure.

The first cause can be remove& by using, springs with
linear characteristics end leaving the initial tension to
the springs, or else resort to nonlinear springs of iden-
tical characteristics and transmit the initial tension of
.a special pre-tension device. The latter can be accom-
plished, for instance, by a Tension s p ring conformable to
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figure 58, which either passes through the ouartz or, as
in figure 59, on the sides of the quartz or arranged. in
rings about the quartz to form a tubular spring around
tdr.e quartz, which also makes water-cooling possible. 	 it
ff:9. F-ht even be appropriate to use two auartz in the con-
ventional manner with a small central electrode. 	 This
would, wnile lowering the natural vibration freq_uen..cy,
make the.design of the measuring; system substantial)-v
simpler. but frenuencies above 100 kHz mi}^ht still be
unattainable, according to experiments.

The second cause is probably best avoided by keep-
ing the bottom spring free from the unifor-.l,; distributed
stress and attempting the use of a ea sealing membrane
conformable to figure 59, which leaves only a very minute
clearance between the pickup casing. ar_d t_-.e rigid pres-
sure surface of the measuring unit so that the effective
pressure surface remains the same at all pressures.
These measures appear to enable th = design of a pressure
pickup for use on engine cylinders that combines ample
insensitivity to vibrations in';rickup axis direction with
high natural vibration freouerzy.

XIV,	 CON CYTSI OJT S

Of the conventional methods fcr suppressing the mass
forces in piezoelectric-pickup readings the elastic sus-
pension seems to be the simplest. But the usual pickups
Leith flat-spring suspension,when the springs are used at
the same time for the mechanical pre-tension of the
quartz,invites the danger of disturbances on account of
the nonlinearity characteristics of the springs at con-
ditions encoiintered in engine cylinders. 	 At the same
time, measures are necessary to niake the magnitude of the
effective part of the pressure-absorbing surface of the
pickup independent of the nresGure. 	 The natural vibra-
tion frequencies of pickups with pressure-transmitting
pistons are de p endent on the piston size and arrangement
even by elastic suspension of the measuring unit. 	 The
initial tension of the quartz due to the suspension
springs is particularly unfavorable on such pickups be-
cause of the greater masses involved.	 SugrTestions for
the removal of the described aisturbances are indicated.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figs. 1,2,4
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:I'm*	 Figure 8.— Free oscillation
curve of pickup

Figure 3.— Coordinate	 of fig. 12.
distortion

of fluorescent screen of
a commercial engine indicator.

Figure 1C-.— Steel plate with test
electrode and support.
a, Steel plate
b, Cylinder with electrode
c. Support
d, Piezoelectric pickup

a, Steel plate as in fig. 19
b, Mass

4,-a, c. Locking ring
d. Adjusting spindles

Figure 20.— Mass of about 3.6 kg divided over locking ring
with three adjusting spindles.
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Figure 5.— Commercial piezoelectric pickup
with subdivided gas passage.
a, Spark plug thread
b, Gas passages
c,•Resonator space
d, Gas sealing membrane
e, Pressure transmitting plunger
f, Quartz
g, Central electrode
hq Thrust block
i, Spring bushing
k, Heavily insulated contact pin
1 3 Cooling water tube
m, Casing

Figure 6.— Meurer type pickup (our own
manufacture) .
a, Spark plug thread
b, Gas passage
c, Gas sealing membrane
d, Quartz
e, Central electrode
f, Thrust block
g, Spring bushing
h, Heavily insulated contact

pin
i, Cooling water tube
k, Casing
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Figs. 7,x,10

Figure 7.- Ratio of oscillation ener gy Es
transmitted to an oscillator

mass m2 to drop energy Eo of impact mass
ml plotted against the ratio of both
masses.

kl '^ < c1
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k2	c2

F—M2--' l
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Figure 9.- Simplified substitute view of
pi:;zo eloctric picL-up.

Figure 10.- Resonance curves oor:i,pputc
Curve a, f l= 8,500 Hz

f2=18,200 Hz

n2=16, 3 . 10-0 !,,g

d according to ;quation 12.
Curve b f1 = 	5CJO Hz

f2=60,000 Hz
421=1:100

s 2^cm	 m2=-10'S^Cg s?^cm
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Figure 11.— Experimental sound pres

Buzzer with variable
frequency f
Pressure pickup
Condenser microphone
Sound pressure meter
Vo ltrneter
Sound pressure
sure meter setup.

Figure 12.— Old piezoelectric pickup. model A.
a, Quartz
b, Central electrode
c, Gas sealing membrane and pre-

tension spring
d, Pressure transmitting piston
e, Casing
-F'. Spark plug thread
gY Thrust block

Figure 15.— Modified test method.

b)

CO

C	 C,
L

0

Figure 17.— Substitute diagrains
for fig. 15.

C,'C,sinr z	 T
A u

f

Figure 16.— Hookup
for

fig. 15.
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C ti	
U

Figure 18.— Wiring diagram, of amplitude recorder.
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Figs. 13,14
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Figure 13.- Resonance curve of pickup of figure 12 recordod with sound
pressure meter. Pici p a-nd condenser microphone spaced

56 mm apart; picla p flexibly supported.
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Figure 14.- Resonance cur-e of pickup of figure 12 recorded with sound
pressure meter. Pic?-up screred in stool plate..
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Figs. 21,25

Figure 21.— Ex
a,
b,
C,

d,
e,
f,
gf

perimental layout.
Buzzer
Booster amplifier stage
Steel plate with electrode
and support
Amplitude recorder
Reading instrument
Power supply
Electrostatic voltage indicator

f

lip\ ^!

a	 b	 c	 d	 e	 f	 B	 h	 1

Figure 25— Experimental specimens.
a, Pressure pickup model A
b, Pressure pickup model B
c, Pressure pickup Meurer (special design)
d, Piezoelectric pickup with pre-tension

flat spring
e, Piezoelectric pickup. special design

With welded spring bushing
f, Piezoelectric pickup. special design

with threaded bushing
g, Piezoelectric pickup. special design

with bottom cap
h, Welded and threaded spring bushing
i, Spark plug 14 x 1.25 mm (constrast of

size)
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Figure 22.7- Calibration	 Figure 23.— Frequencies of

	

hookup for	 amplitude recorder
amplitude recorder.	 at three different amplitudes

a. b. c.

Figure 24.— Calibration curves for amplitude
recorder.

a f=2kHz
b f=10kHz
c f = 100 kHz

a, Spark plug thread
b, Pressure transmitting

pisto-n
c, Gas sealing membrane
d, Pre-tension flat spring
e, Quartz
f, Thrust block
g, Highly insulated contact

pin
h, Cooling water tube
i, Casing

Figure 26.— Pickup with pre-tension flat
spring (special design).
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Figs. 27,28,29

Figure 27.— Pickup, special design, welded
spring bushing.
a, Spark plug thread
b, Spring bushing
C, Quartz
d, Central electrode
e, Thrust block, welded into

I'M	 spring bushing
f, Heavily insulated contact

pin
g, Thumb screw
h, Cooling water tube
i, Casing

Figure 28.- Pickup, special design,
with threaded spring

bushing and bottom cap.
a, Spark plup- thread
b, Bottom screw, gas

sealing membrane welded
c, Bottom cap
d, Spring bushing
e, Quartz
f, Central electrode
g, Thrust block, screwed in

spring bushing
h. Heavily insulated

contact pin
i, Thumb screw
k, Cooling water tube
1, Cooling water chamber
m, Casing

r
A	 B i
9 If	 g- if	 Figu e

' m

d	 e	 d	 e
a:

b	 b	 c

a	 d

7cm

29.-- Spring bushings of pickups
of special design.
A, Welded
B, Threaded
a, Bushing bottom
b, Aluminum leaf
c, Pressed-in electrode
d, Quartz
e, Central electrode
f, Heavily insulated

contact pin
g, Thrust block
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Figure 30.— Resonance curves of pickup fig. 12, model A.
a, Without	 b, With mass
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Figure 31.— Magnified section of fig. 30, shoving test
points.
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Figure 32.— Resonance curves of pickup, model B.
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Fins. 33.34.35
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Figure 33.— Resonance curves of pickup, Meurer type.
a, With mass
b. With mass and additional mass before auartz.
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Figure 34.— Resonance curve of pickup with pre—tension
flat spring, with mass.
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Figure 35.— Resonance curves of pickup of special design,
welded bushing.
a, With mass
b, With mass and enlarged plug mass
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Figure 36.— Resonance curves ol pickup of special design
with screwed on bushing, without mass.
a, Plug pin uncoupled
b, Plug pin solidly connected

a 10E—=4 /	 —^_ ^ i	 t
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Figure 37.— Resonance curves of pickup of special design
with screwed on bushing.
a, Mass of 3.6 kg
b. Mass of 0.73 kg
c, Mass of 0.73 kg plus enlarged plug mass
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Figure 38.— Resonance curves of pickup, special design,
screwedon spring bushing with bottom cap.
a, With mass, iron-asbestos washer
b, With mass, aluminum washer
c, With mass, iron-asbestos washer and

additional mass before Quartz
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Figure 39. Resonance curves of spring bushings.
a, Welded	

according to fig. 29b, Screwed on
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Figs. 40, 41,42 ,43,44
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a, quartz crystals
b, central electrode
C, pre-tension spring
d, pressure trans

mitting piston
e, casing
f, spark plug thread
g I thrust block

Figure 40.- Pressure
pickup-

old model.
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a, quartz
b, central electrode
c, cover plate
d, casing
e, closing foil

Figure 41.- Pressure
pickup

with quartz of dif-
ferent piezo-electric
modulus used for
acoustic measurements.
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Figure 42.- Pressure pickup
with quartz

suspended under initial
tension between two flat
springs Fl and F2.

mG, casing mass
m2, mass of quartz

and springs

Figure 43.- Substitute
layout of

pickup, figure 42.
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Figure 44. Resonance curves of piezoelectric pickup with rigid
thrust block.
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Figs. 45,46,50,51
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Figs. 471948,49

a, lens shaped steel
e lement

b, spacer
c,d, clamping rings
e, pressure screw
f, feeler
g, dial gauge
h, threaded nipple

for oil pressure
head

Fl,F2,spring steel
shim

Figure 47.- Experimental
setup for

loading the measuring
system with oil pressure.

TWW	 I P

Figure 48.-
Simultanious
loading of
bottom spring
F l ,by oil
pressure p
from below and
concentrated
load P from
above.

Figure 49.-
Loading of
top spring
F2 under
concentrated
load P.
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Figs. 52.53
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Figure 52.- Exporimontal elasticity values cj,c 2 of-	 F1,122 at 2.15
and 5.4 lx-,g initial tonsio,--..
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Figure 53, Portion of -forcQ Pa iniicatoa by quartz vmdo.- vaiiabj--
prossurc p at 2.15 and 5.4 1--g initial torsion.
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Figs. 54,55
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tension.
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Figure 55, Ratio of d,:ffloctioy.j ,c/X0 O P Taartz at variablo prossuro
froquoncy f xo static doficction; (substitute diagram 4).
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Figs. 56,57,58,59

vt-E^^"	

a, quartz
Fl,F2, flat springs

Figure 56.- Quartz with elastic suspension
and pressure transmitting

 piston mk.

Ed f

Q
IT

Figure 57.- Same as figure 56,but supplemented 	 f
by balancing mass ma.

T,jj/J(pt

a, quartz
I	 \	 b, tension spring

fZ	 Fl,F2, flat springs

	

^	 b ,

	

\	 Figure 58.- Arrangement of
i f	 supplementary

pre-tension device for
tPs" mot	 relieving flat springs

a, quartz
b, tubular spring,

water cooled
C, pressure linkage
d, counter mass
e, flexible gas

sealing membrane
f, cooling water

chamber
F 1 , F2, unloaded f lat

springs

Figure 59.- Avoidance of
pressure re-

lation by gas sealing
membrane with minimum
annular clearance.




